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About This Game

EZ4u is a hardcore platformer, where the man named Boris was absorbed by the strange green artifact. He have to complete 23
levels, which will surprise you with incredible difficulty. Will Boris be able to get out from this trap? Let's try.

Features:
-23 levels

-6 chapters consist of 23 levels
-23 most difficult levels of your life

-Boss-level
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Title: EZ4u
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Egor Domashenkin
Publisher:
Sergey Domashenkin
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Integated

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English
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Got a friend? No well maybe give this a pass.
Otherwise this game may just be the best experience you'll ever have.
You'll rotate blocks, fires beams, and rotate some more blocks, then yell at your friend for not rotating enough blocks.
8/10 would play again.. gameplay sux. Although it only took about 20 minutes to beat the game, it was still enjoyable. It's only a
buck, eh?. I don't get it.. This game is addictive and has four heroes. When you first start the game you can choose to either play
as a wizard or a warrior. Mechanics are easy, and the levels are fun! I liked the female narrator a lot, sexy voice!! U get to
choose out of a lot of weapons,. Gameplay is a visual novel, great laughs when u see the heroes running on horses.
. It's good. The new card type adds interesting ways to play and the cards are significantly more exciting than the mixed booster
to play with.

However, Valve is currently crapping on this thing as far as store visibility goes. Make sure you complain if none of your
friend's purchases are showing up in the blotter. This title is one whose DLCs would consistently show up in "popular new
releases.". I may not of purchased this software for it's intended use but to help fellow Asperger sufferers to experiment with
noise tolleration . It works well for this use . More sounds please and keep updateing :). This game is fun, however I couldn't
change the controls which pisses me off but other than that its good. Interesting game.
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Save games disappear and no one has bothered to fix it. Could be a fun game if it worked.. A game that really puts the Driving
of the bus into drivng. All in the activation order, the random end of turn to the next of turn lets 2 turns happen for one player.
This is deadly and is a sure kill, hate games that auto kill you for rang rolls.. Art style is neat, world is pretty, controls are
absolute garbage. Can't rebind them as far as I can tell. Need to use something like Xpadder to bind keys to a gamepad or
something. I ran into this crap back in the 90s but in 2014 I'm like, really? WTF Really? QASD are the "action" keys that do
stuff in game, with S being jump. The arrow keys are to move. It's all backwards and for a puzzle platformer with moves like
Ninja Gaiden or Batman on the NES this is intolerable. Sorry, but pain in the♥♥♥♥♥is pain in the♥♥♥♥♥ Thumbs down.. I
enjoyed, this ... BUT!

I loved the original Psychonauts. I have been lusting after Psychonauts 2 forever. This game is not that, but it would still have
had to try to do much wrong in my book.

That being said, it also wasn't what I was hoping for. This isn't really a full game, more like a teaser to keep me wanting more.
It's short, it's simple, it just feels like a little reminder of what I loved without ever actually delivering a real payload.

I would advise playing this, if you have access to a VR set, but keep those expectations low. If you look at it as a small, simple
thing, you'll have fun.
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